Object Categorization Using Class-Specific Representations.
Object categorization refers to the task of automatically classifying objects based on the visual content. Existing approaches simply represent each image with the visual features without considering the specific characters of images within the same class. However, objects of the same class may exhibit unique characters, which should be represented accordingly. In this brief, we propose a novel class-specific representation strategy for object categorization. For each class, we first model the characters of images within the same class using Gaussian mixture model (GMM). We then represent each image by calculating the Euclidean distance and relative Euclidean distance between the image and the GMM model for each class. We concatenate the representations of each class for joint representation. In this way, we can represent an image by not only considering the visual contents but also combining the class-specific characters. Experiments on several public available data sets validate the superiority of the proposed class-specific representation method over well-established algorithms for object category predictions.